COURSE SYLLABUS

ONLINE AGO Highlights: Drawing (18+) 4-Week
Instructor: Heather Gentleman
S2 Saturday 9:30 - 12:30 PM

- Class 1: Line and Portraiture
  ○ In reviewing Kathe Kollwitz’s and Joscelyn Gardner’s lithographs, we’ll explore line weight, gesture and form and learn how to create a portrait.

- Class 2: Landscape and Colour
  ○ We’ll explore the work of Claude Monet and Denyse Thomasos. Working from our own reference, we’ll explore how to layer colours to create depth and blending.

- Class 3: Design and Storytelling
  ○ We’ll review the work of Norval Morrisseau and Keith Haring and explore how drawing can tell the story of contemporary life or share traditional stories of our ancestors. Working from a story of our choosing, we’ll create a drawing using pattern in marker.

- Class 4: Mixed Media and Pattern
  ○ We’ll review Sarindar Dhaliwal (At Badminton) and Robert Motherwell and explore how to choose mediums to create a mixed media drawing. We’ll create a mono scenic drawing using layering of imagery and a variety of drawing materials of our choosing.